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 One of our most treasured fund raisers will be starting this month. Small Hands is an 

outstanding catalog full of great gift ideas and items to inspire children to do for themselves.  

Your catalog will be coming home this week. Please take advantage of this great 

opportunity to earn materials for the school as well as bringing some unique items into your 

home. If we get our orders in by October    we will be eligible for free shipping. The school will 

get a percentage of our overall purchase toward a gift voucher for the school.  

 You should have already received your cookie dough and pie order forms that went 

home two weeks ago. Please remember to send your orders in by October 14th.   We will be 

using this money to put towards our fence campaign.  
Dates to Remember 

Friday, October 9th = Closed so Teachers can attend the All Cape In-Service Day. 

 Monday, October 12th  = School will be closed for Columbus Day. 

 Saturday, October 17th = Annual Fall Festival and Open House/11-1:00 PM (a flyer will come  

                                                         the first week of October. 

 Saturday, October 24th = Parent’s Night Out Halloween Party/4:30-7:30PM 

 
 

 

 

 

                                                                                                  

Montessori Beginnings Newsletter 

 

 
 Pre-Primary Room 

Zachary = 5 years old 

Moira = 4 years old 

Sophia = 4 years old 

Allison = 3 years old 

Finbar = 3 years old 

 

 

 

 

Toddler one Room 

          news 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Pumpkins, cornstalks, and cool nights-that’s what makes 

up fall. The Toddler’s this month will be exploring the  

color orange, pumpkins, and leaves.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

   

  

 

 

Books 

       

       
 

Along with many other books        

with a fall theme and also first 

word books. These are great 

books that allow children to 

identify objects and increase 

language developments. 

Toddler Two Room News 

Tactile Bin – the sensory bin will be filled with 

leaves, orange pompoms, plastic pumpkins, 

along with scoops and small pitchers.  

Practical Life = 

A fine motor work allowing the children to use 

their pincer grasp to take one orange button at 

a time and transfer them to another bowl.  

 

Pumpkin washing/open and close basket/ 

transferring small pumpkins into a muffin tin and 

pouring orange water into a glass.  

 

A lock box that contains a surprise inside will 

help encourage children to explore.  

 

Math/Sensorial = Sorting two objects by color, 

knobbed cylinder and several posting works will 

be added to the shelves. Posting works help 

children develop hand/eye coordination and 

fine motor skills.  

 

Language = touch and feel picture cards, a 

basket with fall objects that match pictures, 

and tile picture matching will be added to 

these shelves.  

 

Art projects = Using orange bingo dabbers to fill 

in a pumpkin outline, painting with orange 

paint with sand added to it for texture and a 

Halloween project are planned.  

Gross Motor/music  

The children will explore 

different musical instruments. 

We will use scarves to dance 

like the leaves on a tree and 

will sing a pumpkin song.  

A Pumpkin song 

“First you take a pumpkin big 

and round and fat. Then you 

cut the top off just like that. 

You scoop out the seeds and 

make a nose, some eyes and 

mouth and serve it to your 

friends for a holiday surprise.”              

 
 

 



 

 

 

 
All of the children are transitioning into their new routine well, and are walking into their room with gusto.  In 

order to help the children to begin their day, we ask that you please refrain from bringing in stuffed animals, 

toys, etc into the room (we have plenty of activities for them to enjoy here!).  In the event that your child needs 

a special loved item to sleep with, please pack it in your child’s bag and we will make sure he/she has it for 

sleeping.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 

 

                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Math/Sensorial = Since toddlers are very sensorial we 

encompass this love throughout the learning.  Toddlers rely on their 

senses to learn, especially since they are in the midst of learning 

language.  We will continue to offer the knobbed cylinders in the 

environment, and will remain a staple in the environment, but will 

be replaced with more challenging cylinders.  These cylinders are a 

Montessori material that Maria Montessori created over a century 

ago.  Although we present the toddlers with an altered version (for 

developmental purposes) the lesson remains the same.  As the 

toddlers move onto Pre-Primary they will continue to see this 

material and will continue to learn more from them as they 

advance. 

One concrete activity that has been introduced in the 

environment is a simple number (1-3) board that encourages the 

child to “match” a red cylinder to the corresponding number.  Not 

only is this activity self-correcting, the children enjoy the 

opportunity to use further enhance their fine motor development 

and their hand-eye coordination.  Since the children have the 

experience with these numbers, we will add another number (4) to 

the lesson, allowing the children to follow the sequence with a 

material they are already familiar with. 

.  

Practical Life = One of the transferring activities that will be offered 

to the children requires the child to use a tong like tool (a 

strawberry huller) to transfer pompoms to a mold with pumpkin 

spaces.  This activity not only requires the child to use his fine motor 

muscles, but also use his hand-eye coordination.  Another activity 

that will be presented is pumpkin hammering.  With this activity, the 

child will be invited to hammer golf tees into a pumpkin (with the 

attempt to follow a marked faced).  This activity not only uses 

coordination, but also allows the child to use fine and gross motor 

movements. 

 

Cooking: Cooking with children is an amazing opportunity, not only 

to they enjoy the products they make, but they are eager to learn 

about ingredients and measurements.  One of the lessons we will 

include in our cooking adventures is learning how 4 ¼ cups equals 

1 whole cup.  What a great math lesson!  This month we are 

planning on making a blueberry pie, as well as homemade play 

dough.  We hope to make play dough with the children each 

month, not only to allow them to have another cooking 

opportunity, but to have more ownership of the play dough that 

we use in the classroom.  We are always looking for different 

things to create with the children, so please feel free to share any 

ideas/recipes with us! 

 

Books 

                        
Language = This month we explored 

many things with the color orange to 

complement the month of October.  In 

one of the activities, the children used 

language cards that highlighted 

different objects that are orange.  We 

also offered a Halloween inspired 

matching activity for the children to 

discover objects such as “jack-o-

lantern”, “ghost”, “witch”, and other fun 

things. 

In the course of the classroom 

conversations, we worked on learning 

about each other and how we all have 

feelings.  Since toddlers are learning 

how to communicate with words, it is 

important for them to learn these words, 

and understand how to communicate 

these needs.  One of the lessons that we 

do explain is that all emotions are 

healthy emotions, no matter what.  For 

example, it is okay to be angry or sad, 

we just need to learn how to express 

ourselves appropriately and safety. 

Art = We will be working on a 

special Halloween inspired hand print 

activity which for sure will be a keep 

sake for all of you!  In addition to this, we 

will be offering painting at the easel 

(painting with the colors orange and 

black) and a jack-o-lantern gluing 

activity.  By the way, have you seen our 

art tree?  It is amazing and highlights 

different art projects that the children 

have been enjoying.  As a reminder, art 

for toddlers is all about the process of 

creativity and expression, not the actual 

product 
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Language= We are still working on Letter Box One A M F B and T.  One the shelf are some new works 

that will help reinforce those letters. We have changed out the tense cards, what’s different cards, 

and opposite cards. An alphabet puzzle, small moveable alphabet with objects to spell. The children 

are also working on beginning and ending sounds.  

Our author this month is Tomi dePaola. We will read Strega Nona. The book corner will have books on 

fall/Halloween/fire safety and Tomi dePaola.  

Our country this month will be Italy. Our travel box will contain pictures of Italy in a matching game, 

some post cards and other items. We also will welcome our own “Strega Nona” to the classroom to 

help us make homemade pasta.  

Our artist this month is Michelangelo: The children look at some of his art work and then create their 

own masterpiece while lying on the backs under the table. Other art project will be painting and 

constructing jack o lanterns, making Popsicle stick scarecrows, sequence picture on the book The 

little Old Lady that is not Afraid of Anything, and a Halloween surprise. 

 

        

         Pre PRIMARY Room news 

Practical Life: Here are some of the works that will be 

introduced throughout the month of October.  

 Pumpkin-golf tee hammering work 

 Squeezing sponges with a lemon press 

 Transferring spikey rubber balls using thongs 

into a muffin tin 

 Scooping beans from two pumpkin 

containers 

 Tweezing spider rings into a pumpkin shaped 

muffin tin 

 Tactile bin with orange lentils, sequin leaves, 

and foam pumpkins. Children will scoop and 

tweeze into plastic pumpkins.   

 Pouring colored water from pumpkin shaped 

pitchers 

 Pumpkin washing  

 

Science Area 
 Pumpkin and gourd 

discovery. 

 Tweezing Indian corn 

 Living and non-living 

 The life cycle of a 

pumpkin 

 Cause and effect 

puzzles 

 

Math: A one to five, one to one correspondence using fire trucks into numbered fire stations. A 

one to nine work with wooden numbers and fall items to count. Hanging bead stair 11 to 19. 

Pattern work both wooden blocks and magnetic rings. Two shape puzzles along with the 

constructive triangle will be introduced  

Sensorial: On our sensorial shelf children will still work on mastering the pink stairs and introduce the 

brown stairs. We are working on the first color box and will be putting out the second color box 

that has color tiles that children will place from dark to light. We will be working on the sense of  

hearing with sound cylinders and a listening game.      

                                                                                        



 

 

 

 

       October pre-primary menu   

5 

Bring their Own 

  

6 

Bring their Own 

 

 

7 

Bring their Own 

 

 

8 Mac and 

Cheese/peas 

pineapple 

 

9 All Cape In-

Service. 

No School 

 

12 

Columbus Day 

No School 

  

 

 

13 

Bring their Own 

 

14 

Bring their Own 

15 

Bring their own 

 

16 

English muffin 

pizzas/broccoli 

apples 

 

19 

Bring their Own 

 

 

20 

Bring their Own 

21 

Bring their Own 

22 

Bring their own 

 

 

23 

Homemade 

pasta with Strega 

Nona/veggie 

Fruit 

26 

Bring their Own 

27 

Bring their Own 

28 

Bring their Own 

29 

Bring their own 

 

 

30 

Pumpkin 

Pancakes/ham/ 

Fruit/milk/pumpkin 

cookies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the Nature Explorer Play Space 

 

The children will explore and observe the season of Fall. They will smell the crisp fall air, see 

the colors of the changing leaves, and hear the birds flying south for the winter.  

Outdoor activities this month will include examining and weighing pumpkins, go on a 

pumpkin hunt, and float and sink objects. Other STEM activities will include making Sticky 

words. The children will use sticks to create their names or at least the first letter of their name 

with sticks. They will use the sticks to build with, and estimate how many sticks they will need  

to build a tall tower.  

                                                             
 


